Rough road ahead
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Toward Fundamental Institutional Change... (Continued from page 2)

and by the current levels of housing subsidies which are usually
loved than the tax deductions and exemptions granted to the middle and upper classes.

Thirdly, he suggested new

Monetary reform sought
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University Service, and the Massachusetts Bay United

Undergraduate charities drive to aid Biafra and United Fund

This year’s Undergraduate Charities
drive, sponsored by Technology Council, incorporated, will begin soliciting contributions tomorrow in
the Lobby of Building 10. Contributions will be accepted for any charitable group, but consideration for
the following organizations is encouraged. The Biafra Rehabilitation
Commission, World University Service, and the Massachusetts Bay United
Fund. Prizes will be awarded to living

groups making the largest per capita
collection

A magnificent way to say "Season's Greetings!"

And be remembered all year long.
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